
Villarreal Law Firm Announces New
Brownsville Accident Attorney Page

New page is a gateway to our website

and to content relating to Brownsville

accident law firms and the potential legal

issues should a person be in a car wreck.

BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

July 28, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

Villarreal Law Firm, a team of accident

lawyers in Brownsville Texas seeking to be the best accident lawyer for each and every client, is

proud to announce a new information page specific to Brownsville, Texas. The law firm is

“Brownsville proud” and has been steadily increasing its online content with thematic content in

and around the Rio Grande Valley city.

Brownsville is our home,

and we are passionate

about seeking to be the best

attorney team in Brownsville

and the entire Rio Grande

Valley one accident victim at

a time.”

Javier Villarreal

“Brownsville is our home, and we are passionate about

seeking to be the best attorney team in Brownsville and

the entire Rio Grande Valley one accident victim at a time,”

explained attorney Javier Villarreal, a managing partner at

the Villarreal law firm. “Our new page is a gateway to our

website and to content relating to Brownsville accident law

firms and the potential legal issues should a person be in a

car wreck.”

Persons who want to read the new post can visit

https://jvlawfirm.net/brownsville/. Among the page’s nifty features is a Google map that not only

shows the firm’s location at 2401 Wild Flower Dr, Brownsville, Texas but also the many positive

Google reviews of the firm. As of July, 2021, the law firm enjoys three hundred and forty reviews

on Google and a nearly perfect five score rating. These third party reviews substantiate the law

firm’s goal of being the best accident lawyer in Brownsville and throughout the Rio Grande

Valley. Another good option is to visit the page on accident issues at

https://jvlawfirm.net/practice-areas/auto-accidents/. Many victims of car accidents in Brownsville,

Harlingen, and San Benito do not realize that they have rights vis-a-vis insurance companies. The

best course of action is to reach out to a lawyer for a no obligation consultation.
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Furthermore, persons who want to read reviews of the law firm can visit the newly updated

review page at https://jvlawfirm.net/reviews/. That page brings together reviews both on Google

and Facebook. Many persons who have been the victim of an accident look for the best personal

injury in Brownsville for their needs by scouring the Internet for listings and reviews.  And for

those involved in trucking accidents, they should visit https://jvlawfirm.net/practice-

areas/trucking-accidents/.

FINDING A BROWNSVILLE PERSONAL INJURY LAWYER

Here is background on this release. Many residents in Brownsville and throughout the Rio

Grande Valley (RGV) don’t think about engaging with a personal injury lawyer until after an car or

truck accident. Should that be a car accident, a truck accident, or even a slip and fall accident,

they then turn immediately to the Internet to find the best lawyer for their needs. They may find

that a Brownsville-based attorney can give them better service than an attorney based in

Houston or San Antonio, since a local lawyer understands the culture of the valley. The new page

helps Brownsville Texas residents rest assured that the legal team at the Villarreal Law Firm is

“Brownsville Proud.” In addition, persons in McAllen Texas can visit the McAllen attorney

microsite at https://jvlawfirmmcallen.com/.

ABOUT THE VILLARREAL LAW FIRM

The law firm of Javier Villarreal offers a team of attorneys, considered among the best personal

injury attorneys near Harlingen, Texas, and surrounding cities in Cameron County. Whether a

person is looking for an auto or car accident attorney, a lawyer with broad experience in trucking

accidents and litigation (including 18 wheelers), or a lawyer for injuries that resulted from a

motorcycle, boating, or other forms of accidents (including slip and fall), the Villarreal team of

attorneys can help. The attorneys fight for client rights throughout Cameron County – and are

known as the top personal injury lawyers in Brownsville and Harlingen, from Los Fresnos to San

Benito, and in all of South Padre Island.
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in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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